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Subdivision is a contemporary, computer aided tool for generating smooth shapes from course data. The 
Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm is a classical subdivision procedure based on the standard split and average 
paradigm, which generates uniform B-spline (i.e. piecewise polynomial) curves and surfaces. 

We begin by investigating algebraic variants of the Lane-Riesenfeld Algorithm, using more wide-ranging 
averaging rules in order to generate more general functions. We go on to discuss geometric variations of the 
Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm in order to develop subdivision schemes with additional shape control. Instead of 
treating each component of a curve independently, we treat the control polygons as geometric entities, where 
the components do not have independent geometric meanings. The split and averaging paradigm of the 
Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm is mimicked, but midpoint averaging is replaced by different notions of geometric 
averaging. Extensions of these ideas to the complex plane are also investigated. We discuss what is currently 
known, conjectured, and not known about the convergence, continuity, and smoothness of these algebraic 

d t i t i f th L Ri f ld bdi i i l ithand geometric extensions of the Lane-Riesenfeld subdivision algorithm. 
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Biography for Ron Goldman Ron Goldman is a Professor of Computer Science at Rice University in Houston, 
Texas. Professor Goldman received his B.S. in Mathematics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
in 1968 and his M.A. and Ph.D. in Mathematics from Johns Hopkins University in 1973. 

Professor Goldman’s current research interests lie in the mathematical representation, manipulation, analysis 
and reconstruction of shape using computers. His work includes research in computer aided geometric 
design, solid modeling, computer graphics, subdivision, polynomials and splines. He is particularly interested 
in algorithms for polynomial and piecewise polynomial curves and surfaces, as well as in applications of 
algebraic and differential geometry to geometric modeling. He most recent focus is on the uses of 
quaternions and Clifford algebras in computer graphics. 

Dr. Goldman has published over a hundred articles in journals, books, and conference proceedings on these 
d l t d t i H h l bli h d t b k C t G hi d G t i M d liand related topics. He has also published two books on Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling: 

Pyramid Algorithms: A Dynamic Programming Approach to Curves and Surfaces for Geometric Modeling, and 
An Integrated Introduction to Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling. Dr. Goldman is currently an 
Associate Editor of Computer Aided Geometric Design. 
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